Governance Organisation Chart BSS Faculty U-Groningen

This organisational chart is limited to the management of academic staff. For this reason, support and service departments are excluded.

Faculty Level:
- Ethics Committee
- Faculty Board (FB) - Management of the Faculty and responsible for quality of teaching and research
- Faculty Council (FC) - Participation and advice by staff and students

Department:
- Programmes
  - Programme Director - Responsible for quality and implementation of teaching
  - Programme Council (Chair Holders) - Responsible for the content of degree programmes
  - Research Institutes
  - External Advisory Board - Advises the Director about the relation between learning outcomes and working field

Units:
- Chair Unit - Ensures consistency and coordination within the Unit

Chair Group:
- Chair Holder - Manages Chair Group
- Academic Staff - Conducting teaching and research

Students:
- Students - Evaluation and participation

Admissions Board - Responsible for student admission to the degree programme.
Programme Committee - Advises Programme Directors about Rules and Regulations, examines the content of the degree programmes by evaluations.
Board of Examiners - Responsible for the quality of exams and assessments, independent from Directors and Faculty Board.